DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY,
CHAUDHARY BANSI LAL UNIVERSITY,
BHIWANI, HARYANA-127021, INDIA
Organizing 03 days “Seminar Lecture Series”
(May, 23-25, 2020)

Chief Patron
Prof. R.K. Mittal, Vice Chancellor, CBLU, Bhiwani

Patron
Dr. Jitender Bhardwaj
Registrar, CBLU, Bhiwani

Convenors
Prof. Sanjeev Kumar, Dean-Life Sci., CBLU
Prof. Sajid Husain
Prof. Lalita Gupta

Welcome Address- Prof. Sajid Husain, C.B.L.U, Bhiwani @10.50am

Inaugural Address: Prof. R.K. Mittal, Vice Chancellor, C.B.L.U, Bhiwani, @11am

Overview of Lecture Series:
Prof. Lalita Gupta, C.B.L.U, Bhiwani, @11.15am

Key note Lecture 1: Prof. Sanjeev Kumar, C.B.L.U, Bhiwani, @11.25am

You can connect the event via Google Meet by clicking on the this link: https://meet.google.com/crn-xzjx-dxq
• **Popular Lecture 2:** Dr. Rekha, (basic biology of corona viruses) C.B.L.U, Bhiwani @11.00am

• **Popular Lecture 3:** Dr. Ashwani Kumar, (Gene editing: Rewriting the code of life) C.B.L.U, Bhiwani @ 11.40

---

**24th May**

• **Popular Lecture 4:** Dr. Niti Chawla, (Green synthesis of metal-based nanoparticles and their applications) C.B.L.U, Bhiwani@11am

• **Popular Lecture 5:** Dr. Ekhlaque Khan, (COVID-19 -Impacts on Indian agriculture) C.B.L.U, Bhiwani@11.40

• **Popular Lecture 6:** Mrs. Preeti Kaushik, (Efficacy of active compounds in tea against SARS/COVID-19)C.B.L.U, Bhiwani@12.20

---

**25th May**

• **Keynote Lecture 2:** Dr. Ravi Prakash, (Importance of life sciences to understand the human past) C.B.L.U, Bhiwani @ 11am

• **Popular Lecture 7:** Dr Dhirendra Kumar, (Medicinal plants from ayurveda widely used as anticancer agents) C.B.L.U, Bhiwani@11.40am

• **Concluding Address:** Prof. Radhey Shyam, Dean, Academic Affairs-C.B.L.U, Bhiwani @12-10 noon

• **Vote of Thanks:** Dr. Jitender Bhardwaj, Registrar, C.B.L.U, Bhiwani @12.25 noon